The Patented GL-9 is now “Certified” to the rigid OSHA recognized ANSI/ALI ALCTV-2006 turf/auto lift standard. This new ANSI standard is the only standard that provides inclusion for lifting turf equipment. The GL-9, America’s #1 Turf Equipment Lift, passed this validation process and has earned the right to wear the ALI/ETL Gold Label shown above.
The Model GL-9 comes as a complete system for lifting the tires or by the frame. Accomplish all your lifting needs from walk mowers, triplexes, fairway mowers, and large rough cut mowers to full-size trucks. With no options to buy, the GL-9 is the most flexible and complete lift system in the industry.

The Patent GL-9 with the Tire-Wedge™ Turf Arm System

Golf-Lift's patented GL-9 with the Tire-Wedge™ Turf Arm System pivots from the column, telescopes directly to the tire and adjusts to the tire size. This system requires no changing of adapters to change vehicles. From walkers (which can be loaded up to 4 at a time) to 3 & 4 wheel equipment the GL-9 provides total turf vehicle coverage up to 8,000 lb capacity. The Tire-Wedge allows the GL-9 to expose the entire underside of the vehicle and creates the most obstacle-free working environment in the industry. Maximum productivity is achieved by taking up the least amount of floor space and removing all obstacles found on other lifts. The GL-9 eliminates all protruding beams, ramps, runways and overhead beams found on other units. It is simply wide open for the technician to work around.

No Beam Obstruction

The GL-9 has NO Overhead beam to interfere with roll bars (ROP’s), canopies or low ceilings and provides easier installation. This design (over 30 years in service) never limits your lifting height and means operators never waste time repositioning vehicles with canopies or roll bars to miss an overhead beam. Why have the obstacle if you don’t need it?

Our Low Profile floor cover is the lowest in the industry at 1.3 tall and is gently raked for rolling oil drains, jacks and tool boxes over with ease.

Powder Coated Finish

Our finishing process is applied state-of-the-art electrostatic powder coating equipment. This environmentally safe process involves using a high voltage, non-corrosive chemical bath, an ionized powder application and high temperature oven to provide a finish that is beautiful and durable, as well as corrosion and scratch resistant.

5 Year Warranty

Drive-Thru Ramp

Accessories Increase Productivity

GL-RT Reel Truck

50 gallon GL Lift Drain

TX-3315 2-Ton Jack Stand

FX-9G 9 gallon GL Lift Drain

Specifications:

GL-9

Style No Overhead Beam
Capacity for Turf 9000 lbs
Capacity for Truck 9000 lbs
Lifting Height 72"
Overall Height 111"
Overall Width 138"
Width between posts 111"
Max. Tread Width - Turf 96"
Max. Wheel Base - Turf 90"
Max. Wheel Base - Truck 172"
Power Unit 2 HP 1PH
208-230V for am 30 amp circuit
Concrete minimum 4" thickness minimum 3000 PSI.

GL-TA Frame/Truck Kit

The model GL-TA Frame/Truck Kit allows the GL-9 to quickly change into a Frame/Truck lift. Simply pull 2 pins to change from the Tire-Wedge™ turf arms to frame/truck arms in a couple of minutes. This option lifts by the frame for wheels free access on Gators, Cashmiers, Workmen’s, and Golf Carts as well as cars and trucks with up to 8,000 lb capacity.

Safety

The GL-9 is certified to the rigid GHSA recognized ANSI/AI A1CTV-2008 lift/bed standard. To validate this claim, ALL requires the lift to be 3rd party tested by the nationally recognized ETL testing lab and engineers. The GL-9 passed this validation process and has earned the right to wear the A1CTV600 Gold Label (see front page). Here are a few of the required safety standards:

- Minimum safety factors include: 1.5:1 for the pumps, 3:1 for ducile metal strength, valves, fittings & cylinders and 4:1 for hoses & fasteners.
- Lift is physically tested and tested to 4.5 times the rated load capacity.
- The lifts must include installation and operating manuals with inspection and maintenance instructions.
- Standardized safety labels are installed and auto lifting point information is included.

Nothing Else Compares
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Raise Your Productivity and Lower Your Downtime
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Model GL-1
Air Operated Equipment Lift

GL-1

Tabletop Length 93"
Width 48"
Full Rise 33"
Fully Lowered 7.25"
Weight Capacity 1000 lbs
Air Requirement 100 P.S.I.

*Includes Dolly

Model GL-TL includes a
Precision Ground "Surface Plate" for Aligning Reels.

The Golf-Lift GL-TL is our portable 6,000-lb. capacity Table Lift that has up to 4 feet of lifting height and 110 volt power. The Tabletop is 54" x 84" with a built-in precision ground "Surface Plate" (see insert). With the demand for ever lower cutting heights, this surface plate is a must for properly aligning and leveling cutting reels for the most accurate cut possible. Affordably priced to fit any budget.

The GL-TL also converts to a swing arm style truck/auto lift by simply removing the tabletop.

GL-TL

With Built-In "Surface Plate"

NEW Precision Ground "Surface Plate"
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